March 2011: Customized Akashic Training
"Awesome workshop - a personal road map for inner peace and excellence."
AM - Science of Mind Practitioner
The Records of the Akashic Records Integration Process have created a very gentle and
progressive immersion process to introduce participants to their personal Records. The
steps are so simple that by the time the participants actually open their Records, everything
easily unfolds.
Customized Akashic Training
Prior to each LIVE Teleseminar Series, I open the Records of the group of participants who
will attend that particular Module A. Then I ask the Records of this group for the optimum
Integration Processes (or exercises) for this group - the ones that will support all to learn
and integrate each step quickly and easily.
Therefore, the Records fine tune exactly what each group receives both in their Manual and
during the training, so all can progress gracefully through their learning process. It's always
fascinating to see what the Records come up with for each workshop. Their exercises are
always SO much better than what I could create!
What to Expect: During each Section we
1. Begin by setting up our sacred space.
2. Read and discuss sections of the Module A Manual.
3. Walk through all preparation work step-by-step, asking any questions that arise.
4. Gain a greater understanding of the scope of the Akashic Records and how to use this
spiritual resource.
5. Learn about, understand, and use Heart Integration, Prayer of Forgiveness, and Method
to Open – all which came directly from the Akashic Records.
6. By Section 3, participants will open, explore, and close their Records several times with
the customized Integration Processes.
7. Have ample time to share and to ask questions during each Section.
"I enjoyed your patience and the safe environment for learning that you create.
Thank you for an adventurous way to learn to play in our Akashic Records."
DW - Acutonic Sound Practitioner
Radiance and Love, Till Next Time . . .
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